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Attention to elaboration of globalization problems has been a typical feature of the economic development during last two. There are a lot of definitions of this term but the most exact of them was created by the professor of Paris Institute for Political Investigations Doctor Bill Bady. He proposed three main characteristics, which specified the term “globalization”:
-	it is a historical process changing during centuries;
-	it means world uniformity of the life according to single principles, orientation on single values, observance of single habits and behaviour, tendency to universalize everything;
-	it is as far as higher mutual dependence, the main result of which is destruction of national state sovereignty under the influence of global firms, religion organization and TNK.
Globalization includes all spheres of society life: economy, politics, social relations, culture, ideology and sphere of relations dealing with mankind and environmental surrounding. 
Here we will discuss economic and environmental issues of globalization. They are interdependent. Among the economic aspects stressed in globalization are trade, investment and migration. The globalization of trade entails that human beings have greater access to a big variety of goods and services never seen before in human history. The globalization of investment takes place  through Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), where multinational companies directly invest assets in foreign countries or it’s shown by indirect investment where individuals and institutions purchase and other countries sell financial assets. Free migration allows individuals to find employment in jurisdiction where there are labour shortages.
And what about ecological problems of globalization? For millennia man had to struggle against nature in order to survive and develop. He grew so strong that called himself as “king of nature”. In his conquer of nature man became so great that his economic achievements affected negatively on nature. Thinking only about technological progress, economic growth and our own profit we forget about ecosystem. Modern science is so inventive that it will probably succeed in providing mankind with technologies to compensate natural resources destruction. Thus, already back in the 1930s V.I. Vernadsky who developed the conception of noosphere reached a radical conclusion about current activities of mankind and warned that, unless a society would developed on a basis of reasonable principles, the destruction of all life on Earth was imminent. He was right. Huge natural resources use, the threats to health, the annihilation of nature - all this is different aspects of the environmental problems in the modern world. 
The solution to the collisions between man’s demand on the one hand and the environment on the other is in the change in our philosophy. The philosophy has to be changed starting from our attitude to the environment as to the resources to use in a short-time period to our attitude to the ecological way of living. 



